Mosques as a symbol of Islamic cities have a significant place in Islamic Architecture and it prompts architects to create admirable, magnificent buildings. While several studies have done on features and prototypes in this field but mainly it leaded to exaggerate dominance of dome as inseparable component of mosques. Although dome construction is costly, it is not that much adaptable to different climates and even it is not a good culture indicator of different countries, still there is a strong insist on presence of dome in mosques everywhere. This paper aims to study African mosque example which deeply relied on vernacular architecture. Various styles of design in Mali as case study investigated in terms of material, design concept, to arrive at concrete results.
Introduction
Mali is a landlocked country with no link to any sea or ocean located in West Africa. It shares borders with seven countries namely Algeria to the North and North West and Niger to the East, and Burkina Faso to the South West, and Cote'd Ivore to the South, and Guinea to the South West, and Senegal and Mauritania to the West. Climatically Mali has three natural zones; southern cultivated zone, central semiarid sahelian zone, and Saharan zone. In terms of topography Mali can be considered as savannah in the southern part and flat to rolling plain with some high plateau in the North. Mali's' architecture has great challenges with desert advancement, natural undesired heat, solar radiation and the heat transmitted in neighboring building, high humidity (at least 50%), sand storm etc [1] .
According to these challenges, the diversified type of building such as tent and houses with flat roofs or terraces, with relatively thick mud walls. Buildings are oriented so as to remedy the breakdown of premises in accordance to maximum use of prevailing winds. Plant used in these areas must be closed to the building outdoor environment, small court yard should be adapted which is well shaded also passage should be covered if possible. The plant sizes and structure must take in to consideration the local planning zone ordinance in relation to time of operation to enhance and control thermal factors. The morphology of the building must considered the quest for speedy drainage of rain water. The apertures and roofs must facilitate insulation against solar radiation, parasites, dust and permit fresh air to circulate. On the other hand the spread of Islam in West Africa happened in different historical stages; however stands as new cultural pattern, varying with the approach of acculturation to Islam. When discussing about Mali (West Sudan); it should be noted that, the presence of Islamic religious, has dominated the entire community life style there, Islam is a force that generated mosques , places and tombs in any place it is found [2] . While mosque architecture of Mali attributed to North Africa, Islamic architecture of West Africa is characterized by some peculiarities; it is corruption of neither Egyptian nor North Africa form, it attests in its context the adjustment to high ritualized character of Islam, which principally prescribes both the mosque plan and functions it serves. Apparent adjustments, happened to the mosque design as it moves from north to the south, in terms of size and scale, structural pattern, plan, and degree of verticality. These adjustments are due to many factors; Changes in climatic conditions, Availability of materials, Technical skills available, Location of the mosque in urban or rural areas. This paper firstly introduces the major architectural styles in Africa, to find out what are similarities and difference. Then it tries to figure out how these features affected on Islamic architecture (mainly mosques) in Africa and get lessons from it from new mosque creation in contemporary period.
House Styles in Mali
Housing styles in most towns of Mali attributed to rural settlements (over 60% of the total population), French colonial style, and Sudanese style. Sudanese style attained its highest popularity during the periods of Mali and Songhay Empires these empires dominated most of West Africa in 16 and 17 centuries AD. Sudanese styles characterised by projected pilaster from facade, wood toron of approximately 60 cm protruding the buttress wall surface, ornamentation of the parapet walls, court yard system, and Placements of peered shape in the corner of the parapet wall. The aesthetics of Sudanese architectural style, attributes to essence that West Africa pre-Islam indigenous architecture , that is predominantly earth and tend buildings was hybridized or married with centuries old Islamic design features generating extra ordinary interesting architecture, that has become popular and admired worldwide. The most notable examples of this style are the great Mosque of Djenne. It is the ideal combination that provides Sudanese style a mystical, aesthetic and religious belief. Sudanese style has some sub-styles which are attributed to different historical periods and socioeconomically levels, their major difference is in the way the main facade of the building is decorated, and how these decorations relates to the spatial organization of the building function. It is interesting to know that, most masons in this area start their design process first by drawing the main facade of the building The analysis includes the following styles: Sudanese style, Moroccan , Tokolar & plain styles, and Bozo style [3] .
(i) Moroccow, Tokolar and Plain Styles
Moroccan style; is basically two storey building, located in the centre, and usually belong to important families of the city. As figure 1 indicates, it is characterized by its horizontal pilasters and ornamentation features that normally show above the door "i" the main facade of the house. Houses are built with terraces, used not merely for domestic activities but as an alternative street network to link neighbour because there are no separation between roofs, therefore neighbour could use their terraces as link to go from one house to another. The other common thing in these three styles is strictness separation of sex and relative positions of the occupant; the second floor is reserved for the family head. Fig. 1 , Provided Examples for Moroccan, Tokolar and Plain Style.
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Advances in Green Science, Engineering and Built Environment Tokolar Style is popular with its canopy above the main door, with small holes serving as windows located above the entrance; the other openings are in form of small ventilation holes. There is a projected pilaster, and ornamentation features, that placed above the main elevation. Plain style is organized around an interior court. The name of this style is attributed to its plain facade without any decoration nature [4] . As figure 3 shows The Tokolar elevation differs from the Moroccan mostly for having a canopy above the main door and very small openings. According to aforementioned studies these styles have similarities and differences which revealed in table2. Bozo style is completely different from the previous ones in form and elevations the only common element between them is the court yard system and the peered shape placed on the parapet wall corner. 
Mali Mosques Architecture: Djenne Great Mosque as case study
The existing mosque was designed and supervised by Ismaila Traore, Chief Mason of Djenne, the construction started in 1906 and the mosque was commissioned in 1907. The Djenne mosque is located in the centre of the town, with roads leading to it from all directions indicates it's great, significance, symbolical and importance it has to Djenne community. The mosque form is a parallelogram and the ground plan is elevated nearly 3 meter above ground level and is accessible through six grand stair cases that lead to quite big terrace surrounding all four facades. In the eastern part of the mosque there are two toms bounded by low rectilinear walls, the eastern elevation of the mosque is symmetrical in geometry to follow the principles of Islamic art(3).
The major building material used in the mosque construction is mud bricks called Banco, is the name given to mixture of mud, rice husk and other organic materials that are use as stabilizer for the mould of the brick and the brick is bound with clay mortar. Wood is used for the construction of floors, ceilings and roofs, doors and windows. Wood is also used as toran, this refers to palm-tree trunks that projected some 60 cm it has dual function, is used as scaffold for periodic maintenance also as decoration for the facade of the building.
Studies reveal irregular organization of architectural features, for example an alternating ordered series of four and five fence-buttresses across the elevation length and variation in the organization of small, square fenestration and projected toron from the tower surfaces. The minor irregularity of the mosque might be intentionally done to achieve symmetrical balance while trying to cope with given site geometrical shape.
Fig. 2, Djenne great mosque
Prayer hall have direct access from north and south of the building -The toron projected from wall surface and towers, serve some vital functions: penetrating horizontally deep in to wall thickness provide lateral reinforcement as permanent exterior scaffold for seasonal maintenance.
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North facade has a number of clerestories to allow in day light to mosque prayer hall. According to Mommersteeg (1992) , comparing the south elevation, with its two undecorated door with the North decorated facade is somehow to communicate in contrast between two sides of the town. The building interior is hypostyle, contains 90 wooden pillars holding the roof and the ceiling. The court yard is located in the Western half of the mosque complex, is bored on its three sides by narrow corridors that use mainly to segregate women praying area [5] .
Having examined the floor plans of the all styles mentioned previously, it has been discovered that they are similar to the mosque in form and also the introduction of courtyard system is well manifested, because this area falling within tropical region, therefore the court yard is used as a means for cooling down and for social interaction. However in comparing the plans of the mosque with, Moroccan, Tokolar, Plain it is discovered that they shared s similar features. For the facade of Djenne Great mosque, it has been found that there are similarities between it and other styles such as Projected pilaster, Ornamentations, Peered shape placed on the corner of parapet walls, Toron protruding from the surface of the walls, Adapting symmetry in the main facade of the building.
As revealed by French journalist Felix Dubois , that several features of the first mosque had been restored, this include buttressed walls that were shorn up and extended to the present height, some of the towers were renovated and perhaps another two towers were added, the eastern roof , large wooden pillars enclosed the entrance are retained from the first mosque, however they are considered as indigenous to West Sudan (Mali), such pillars commemorate the live of popular marabouts (Islamic teacher), equally they would memorize ancestors in some pre-Islamic homes. Djenne mosque mud construction, ceramic gutters and ostrich egg, may be attributed to pre-Islamic history. Today it's facing of quiblah, its minarets ,its small horse shoe window in the blind east elevation, its enclosed court yard, and electric megaphone for calling prayers make it unique Islamic.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Great Mosque of Djenne achieved prominence not only in Mali, but in the entire world. Its existence for over 700 years in West Africa made it to be a symbol for the entire region. The great mosque of Yaama designed by Folke Bormou is a kind of mosque that generated from cultural synthesis of Djenne but even with this much study and existing potentials in Dejennse mosque, it is interesting to know that Yaama mosque contains an earth dome. Finally what sustained the great mosque of Djenne to be all these period is its restoration and maintenance by the community, because to them it is the soul of their city, linking them with their ancestors and they take it up on themselves to restore it because they also considered it as a prove, source of well being for their continuity to exist in this world.
